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     Second Term English Test 01 

Task one :   07pts 

A : I Read the text and write True or   False  1.5pts 
1- Mehdi's family  is having couscous for dinner  ……………………….. 
2- Mehdi loves  couscous    ……………………………….. 
3- His mum wants  four kinds of vegetales ……………………………. 
 
B : I Read the text and answer the following questions 1.5pts 
1- What is Mehdi's family having for lunch ?  
2- What is his fruit shopping list  ?  
3- does Mehdi love couscouc? 
 
C : I Read the text and complete the following table : 2 pts 

Mehdi 's shopping list 

Fruit Vegetables Meat 

……………………………….. 
………………………………. 

……………………………….. 
……………………………….. 

………………………………… 
……………………………… 

 
   D  : I Read the text and find the  synonym and the opposite  of :  01pt 
 Much = …………………….       Hate  ≠ ……………………….. 

 Task two :07pts 
A : I underline the correct answer   02pts 
-  l want (   many  /  much)  sugar. 
-there (  is   / are  ) five apples.  
-He needs (  many / much)  carrots . 
- There  is not ( any / some) water . 
B : I re-order the following words to get coherent sentences  03pts 
1- salt  /How much/?/ there/ is/  
2- are / How many / ? / figss / there/ 
3- any/is /not/ there/ ./ honey /  

Mehdi : What are we having for lunch Mum? 
Mum: We’re having couscous for lunch, 
Mehdi : I really like it , so  what do you need ? 
Mum : I want you to get me half a kilo of :  carrots, potatoes and  tomatoes, I also 
need a whole chicken and a lamb leg. 
Mehdi:  Mum. Anything else? 
Mum: Yes, I forgot  a lot  of apples and oranges if you can  
Mehdi: Ok  no problem . 
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C :  I put the following words  in the right column :   02pts 
Tell    /   Like   / Meal /    Love  ? / 

Clear l Dark l 

…………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………. 
…………………………………………………… 

 

Task 03 :  (06pts) written expression 

   Your mother's friend  wants you to with her little son  to ask about some 

different things to buy :  

Ask questions to the following answers : 

1…………………………………………………… 

yes , there are some  carrots. 

2……………………………………………………………………………….. 

There are five carrots . 

3………………………………………………………………………………….. 

yes, there is some milk. 

4………………………………………………………………………………… 

there is ten litres of milk  

5…………………………………………………………………………….. 

yes , there is  some cheese. 

6………………………………………………………………………….. 

there is a lot of cheese . 
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